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The works from School Of Ganesh
reinterpret the traditional khon
narration and present it in a more
contemporary approach.
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King of
khon
Acclaimed choreographer hopes to
keep Thai traditional art forms alive
for future generations
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horeographer Jitti Chompee’s in-depth research
into the Thai historical art
form khon has accumulated
into contemporary works
that intermingle the old and the new
that can captivate current generations
which may have grown distant from
traditional roots.
In September, Jitti was awarded the
insignia of Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres (Knight in the Order of Arts and
Letters) by the French culture minister
for his role in promoting the performing arts in Thailand. This distinction
recognises his profound approach in
merging traditional Thai dance with
contemporary dance through his choreographed works. Jitti’s new creations
in 2021 include the contemporary
performance School Of Ganesh and a
five-episode short documentary film
along with a research and photography
book both titled Miscellany Of Khon.
The elephant-headed Hindu god
Ganesh, the patron deity of the arts and
sciences, holds a profound significance
for traditional performing artists and
educators in Thailand. Jitti was inspired
by this faith in the arts and education to
create School Of Ganesh as an experimental model for his research into
the “Body Architecture” and “Moving
Sculpture” concepts. He hopes this
will lead to creativity workshops in the
future geared towards students who
train in traditional dance.
Peculiar beings are bred from the
extraordinary School Of Ganesh. In
viewing the body as a moving sculpture,
Jitti experiments with bodily absurdities and the embodiment of characters
from the Thai epic Ramakien including
humans, animals and demons. In his
fascination with animalism, he fuses
animal masks with the human body to
create mythical cross-bred characters.
His creatures are created by exploring
the unique physiologies of different
bodies. Life and myth are interwoven
into an eccentric world.
Balloons are used as aesthetic
objects that are as imaginative and
expressive as traditional khon masks.
Jitti researches the emotional expression of bare faceless balloon heads in
place of khon masks. This minimalistic
approach allows the power of bodily
expression to tell its story. Moving
sculptures with headless bodies, balloons, and masks comprise Jitti’s school
of creatures.
School Of Ganesh defamiliarises
our preconceptions on tradition by
reimagining the interpretations of
traditional khon narration. With Jitti’s
style of fragmented storytelling and
particular sense of humour, he selects
famous excerpts from traditional khon
performance such as the scene about
the rejection and revenge of Shurpanakha, a female demon character,
and the scene where Rama crosses the
sea to depict his scenographic interpretations. He explores the embodiment
and portrayal of femininity in khon
through Shurpanakha. The sounds and
visuals of this contemporary creation
encapsulate the charm of Thai ritual
and mythology in a subtle manner. Traditional literature is presented in a new
light that can ignite new meanings and
perceptions of mythology in khon.
A diverse group of performers is
brought together to form a unique

symbiosis between the traditional and the contemporary.
Anucha Sumaman and Yarnawut Traisuwan, traditional
khon artists from the Fine Arts
Department and the Bunditpatanasilpa Institute, are joined
by dancers from the 18 Monkeys Dance Theatre. The French
embassy has also fuelled a fruitful
exchange by supporting Eloïse
Grastilleur and Grégoire Manhès,
two dancers from the Conservatoire National Supérieur Musique
et Danse de Lyon in France, to
perform in this production.
This special performance premieres at Lido Connect on Nov
12-15 at 7pm. Audiences can also
catch an early preview of School
Of Ganesh at 5pm on Saturday
at Alliance Française Bangkok
where Jitti will present a performance demonstration. Following
the preview will be a screening
of the Miscellany Of Khon documentary film along with a documentary film by Grégoire and
Eloïse about their experience in
Jitti’s creation process.
School Of Ganesh does not
present khon itself but draws inspiration from khon narration and particular techniques discovered from
the research into traditional khon. The
research project Khon: The Human
Body: Embodiment, Knowledge Management led by Thanpuying Sirikitiya
Jensen and Jitti Chompee began in
2020. The process involved consistent
personal conversations with traditional khon specialists and performers.
This resulted in a short five-episode

documentary film produced by the Fine
Arts Department that conveys essential
elements and untold stories of khon in
stunning contemporary visuals. A deepdive into the hidden insights of the khon
art form is presented through a book
called Miscellany Of Khon produced by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Ministry of Culture. As oral tradition
is a prominent method in the passing
on of traditional knowledge, this book
captures the subtleties in khon that are

often overlooked or even undocumented. The insights highlight
the delicacy and brilliance of the
Thai ancestors that may diminish
with time. The book also features
a photography collection of Jitti’s
khon-inspired creations. Audiences and readers will surely be
surprised by the fascinating gems
hidden within the khon art form
that are brought to the surface
through a contemporary lens.
The book launch of Miscellany Of Khon will be hosted at
The Siam Society Under Royal
Patronage on Nov 20. The afternoon will begin with a conversation with Pornprapit Phoasavadi,
associate professor of Thai traditional music at Chulalongkorn
University, and Surapong Rohitajol, senior musical artist from the
Fine Arts Department, on “The
Miscellany Of Khon Music: Minimalism In Sound Design For
Music Performance” (3-4pm).
This talk will be enlivened by
demonstrations from a full Piphat
Mai Khaeng ensemble (a hard
mallet ensemble) from the Fine
Arts Department. The day will
proceed with a screening of the Miscellany Of Khon (4-5pm) and end with
a conversation between Thanphuying
Sirikitiya Jensen and Prof Chetana
Nagavajara titled “Back To The Basics:
A Dialogue Between The Traditional
And The Contemporary” (5-6pm).
Email 18monkeysdancetheatre@
gmail.com for ticket reservation.
For more information,
visit 18monkeysdancetheatre.com.

Andrew Lloyd Webber brings the music
of the night back to Phantom
JOSHUA BARONE
NYT

“It was just extraordinary, because the
critics were saying, ‘Oh, my gosh, this
is actually the greatest score’. I’m not
trying to say this is the same thing,
but it’s just that we have to approach
everything now as if it’s the very, very,
very first time.”
Phantom may not be Puccini, but
its score — thick and lavishly orchestrated — shares more with opera than
most Broadway musicals. It calls for an
unusually large ensemble of nearly 30
players, about one-third of whom have
been with the show since 1988.
“Today I don’t think we would be
able to do that,” Lloyd Webber said
during an interview between rehearsals. “I think everybody’s forgotten what
a real orchestra can sound like.”
Given that size, Lloyd Webber was
particular about amplification on
Thursday, preferring to let the instruments sound as acoustic as possible.
But the orchestra needed to give more
to make it work; virtually all of his notes
to the conductor, the associate musical supervisor Kristen Blodgette, were
about adding emphasis to a score that

is already brazenly emphatic. When
some of the cast later came onstage —
to rehearse the operatic set piece Prima
Donna and All I Ask Of You — Lloyd
Webber at times seemed to be channelling Hal Prince, the show’s legendary director, who died in 2019, guiding
the singers in their understanding and
delivery of lyrics on a level as small as
single words.
“I’m one of the only ones left who
was here on the ground floor,” Lloyd
Webber later said. (The choreographer,
Gillian Lynne, died in 2018.) “But I was
very close to Hal on this.”
In the scene leading up to Prima
Donna, for example, he welcomed more
joy and comedy. He told Craig Bennett,
who plays Monsieur Firmin: “It’s great
fun if you can say, ‘To hell with Gluck
and Handel, have a scandal’ — it’s the
inner rhyme, isn’t it? That’s the game,
savouring every moment because there
are some good lines there.”
And to Meghan Picerno and John
Riddle, the show’s current Christine and
Raoul, he said while running through
All I Ask Of You: “I think that what we’re
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ndrew Lloyd Webber looked
pleased. He was standing over
the large orchestra pit of his
musical The Phantom Of The Opera
at the Majestic Theatre on Broadway,
hearing the instrumental Entr’Acte from
the top after a half-hour of detail work
— more emphatic delivery here, more
passionate lyricism there. He held his
hands at his hips, a contented smile on
his face.
“That’s great, much better,” he said
after the ensemble finished. “It just
needs to be played like it’s on the edge,
all the time.”
Lloyd Webber, composer of some of
the most famous musicals of the past
five decades — in a wide stylistic range
from the radio-ready rock of Jesus Christ
Superstar to the maddening tunefulness of Cats and the lush romanticism
of Phantom — was in town from Britain
to prepare for the recent reopening of
the longest-running show in Broadway history.

Visits from composers are rarely
afforded to musicals as settled in as
Phantom, which opened at the Majestic in 1988. But because the pandemic
kept it shuttered for over a year-anda-half, its return is more like a revival;
the production’s tech has been spruced
up during the pause, and the cast and
orchestra were rehearsing the material
as if it were new.
And that’s exactly how Lloyd Webber
wanted it to sound, he told the musicians during rehearsal last Thursday,
by way of some personal history.
“I remember when I was a boy I
managed to get a ticket to the Zeffirelli
production of Tosca at the Royal Opera
House,” Lloyd Webber said, recalling
how he had always heard that Puccini’s
melodrama was a potboiler not worth
the price of admission. Yet Franco Zeffirelli, the Italian director with an extravagantly cinematic sensibility, “decided
that he would shake up the cobwebs”.
“What I just remember is, Tito Gobbi
and Maria Callas that night, in the
second act, made an impression on
me that I’ll never forget,” he continued.

perhaps not getting is that they’re like
teenagers in love. It needs to be more
earnest. Say ‘One love, one lifetime’ as if
you really mean it. Just run with it. The
more of that there is here, the more of
an antidote it will be to what comes in
the second act.”
Again, this is uncommon; such attention from a composer is more likely to
be given to a new show, such as Lloyd
Webber’s latest, Cinderella, which
opened in London this summer after
a series of pandemic delays.
During that time — and throughout
the shutdown — he was one of theatre’s fiercest and most outspokenly
frustrated advocates. And when Cinderella at last debuted in the West End, its
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opening night was also a milestone for
being that musical’s first performance
for a full-capacity audience.
It’s an ordeal that could make for
a chapter of the awaited sequel to his
memoir, Unmasked, which follows his
life and work only until Phantom.
“Oh, I’m not writing that,” he said
in the interview between rehearsals,
adding with a puckish grin: “There’s too
much I know. I’d rather write another
show, and get Cinderella here.”
But first, he had Phantom to open
the next day. And a rehearsal to return
to. As he stood up from a lobby chair
to walk back into the house, he said: “I
do always love to hear it.” © 2021 The New
York Times Company
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